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During pandemic – self employed, 
volunteering time in research and also 
doing some consultancy work

Introduction
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Defining failure…

What is failure?

• When expectation does not meet the outcome, result, or end?
• Something that goes wrong – is it therefore bad or negative?

What happens after failure?

• Reaction being to erase, forget, deny?
• Subjectivity key – interpretation – time, definition, re-definition, response, consequence, result

Gradations of failure?

• ‘it’ can occur before, during, or after research/a project
• You might not notice it, perhaps another person or involved party interprets an aspect of the work as 

a failure, maybe even leading you to re-assess

…Understandably then failure can be scary, even just the thought of it
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Experience of success and failure

Different lessons in failure and success

Academic – tenure is success? Paper and book publications? Overseer – REF/TEF
Commercial – money, clients, products (insight or consultancy)
Community – tasks – immediacy – results liked to impact

…or is it more practical e.g. not enough respondents, survey that didn’t work well, reception of 
final report not what hoped.
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Response

Planning

“fail to plan, plan to fail”

Research training

Research toolkits

Reflexivity / positionality

Talking and discussing

Creating space for open discussion at every step of the project, even at the end



Questions

Contact: alexander@atresearch.co.uk
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Sources

CJRT toolkit
https://www.cjrt.ca/research-toolkit/

Aspect toolkit
https://aspect.ac.uk/toolkit/

ARVAC toolkit
https://arvac.org.uk/resources/

GMCVO ‘Good Evidence’
https://www.gmcvo.org.uk/publications/good-evidence-guide-help-community-organisations-produce-research-gets-
taken-seriously
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